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Overall, there were 9 pilots flying in the 2019 

Wanneroo IMAC contest. In no particular order 

they were: Clifford Altus, Eddie Roux, Harris 

Morrison, John Biglane, Moatasem Taha, Nigel 

Molyneux, Robert Chitty, Steve Maitland and 

Wayne Ratcliffe. These pilots flew a grand total 

of 198 judged sequences. 

 

Nigel Molyneux won the Basic class. He flew 10 

known sequences (5 rounds) and 1 unknown 

round. Eddie Roux won the Sportsman class. 

The winning order was: (1) Eddie Roux, (2) 

Robert Chitty and (3) Moatasem Taha. They flew 10 known sequences (5 rounds) and 1 

unknown round. The scores ranged from a low of 7,933.3 to a high of 8,533.7 (a range of 600.4 

points). 

 

Harris Morrison won the Intermediate class. The winning order was: (1) Harris Morrison, (2) 

clifford altus, (3) Wayne Ratcliffe and (4) John Biglane. They flew 10 known sequences (5 

rounds) and 1 unknown round. The scores ranged from a low of 7,387 to a high of 8,674.5 (a 

range of 1,287.5 points). 

 

Steve Maitland won the Unlimited class. He flew 10 known sequences (5 rounds) and 1 

unknown round. 

 

The tightest competition was for 2nd place in 

the Intermediate class, with only 58.6 points 

difference between Clifford Altus and Wayne 

Ratcliffe. 

 

Unfortunately, Nigel kitted his plane and Steve 

generously let him fly his 120cc Extra so he 

could finish his rounds. 



A number of local club members and friends visited over the weekend and Ron Morrison kept 

everyone fed for breakfast and lunch - thanks also to his other half - Deb. 

 

 
 

THe next IMAC Competition will be held at the SWARMS File in Capel over the weekend of 

13th and 14th April. Anyone interested can register at the Australian Scale Aerobatics 

Association Website - http://scaleaeros.com.au. Visitors welcome. Facebook page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/346238545803607/ 

 

Report end 
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